The inter-annual variability of the location of the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) 6 is strongly (R=0.75) correlated with the atmospheric heat transport across the equator 7 (AHT EQ ) over the satellite era sphere at all latitudes by way of the constraint that AHT EQ is balanced by a hemispheric 13 asymmetry in energy input to the atmosphere.
Introduction

25
The region of intense tropical precipitation, known as the intertropical convergence zone annual-mean data when discussing the inter-annual variability. We note that the annual-178 mean P CEN T and AHT EQ anomalies have standard deviations that are 44% and 55% of their 179 monthly anomalies, respectively.
180
Applying Equation 1, the inter-annual variability in AHT EQ is primarily (72%) due to We note that the 0.34 PW AHT EQ anomaly associated with a 1 • ITCZ shift is not equal to the reciprical of the the regression coefficeint between P CEN T and AHT EQ of 1.6
• PW −1 because the variables are not perfectly correlated.
on inter-annual timescales (Figure 3b ) must similarly be associated with inter-hemispheric 209 asymmetries in energy input to the atmosphere, through inter-hemispheric differences in ra- 
234
The simulation is run for 500 years with greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations fixed at 235 pre-industrial levels, and we perform our analysis over the last 450 years. Figure 4b ) compared to the inter-annual variability. Therefore, we will define the 245 inter-annual variability of P CEN T and AHT EQ as the variance in the annual means, consistent 246 with our analysis of the observations. We note that the correlation between AHT EQ and 247 P CEN T is larger in magnitude (R=-0.88) at the decadal frequency compared to inter-annual 248 frequency, but that the variance in each is five times smaller at the decadal frequency.
249
The inter-annual variability of P CEN T in the GFDL model is primarily associated with a 250 pulsing of the climatological precipitation maximum just north of the equator in the Pacific
251
(not shown). The precipitation anomaly associated with a northward P CEN T anomaly also series using a cutoff period of two years. On average, P CEN T anomalies lead AHT EQ of the 299 opposite sign by three months as deduced from the time lag of optimal negative correlation.
300
The hemispheric asymmetry of net radiation at the TOA ( N ET RAD,T OA ) is in phase with 301 P CEN T and leads the AHT EQ ; optimal lagged correlations occur for N ET RAD,T OA leading
302
AHT EQ by three months with a correlation of 0.69. In contrast, the hemispheric asymmetry 
335
The surface heat flux anomaly associated with a northward P CEN T shift is also dominated leading to an AHT EQ anomaly (right panel of Figure 6 ). In this section, we ask why the 360 inter-annual variability in the ocean heat transport across the equator is not accompanied 361 by a compensating atmospheric heat transport across the equator.
362
We define an index of the variability of the AMOC by averaging the monthly anomaly 
378
The cross section of AMOC streamfunction anomalies associated with a 1σ low frequency 
20
• S to 45
• N with peak anomalies North of the equator.
382
The ocean heat transport anomalies must either be balanced by storage in the oceanic 383 column (a change in potential temperature) or by upward surface energy fluxes to the at-384 mosphere:
We calculate the energy storage in the oceanic column (STOR OCEAN ) as the tendency (cen-386 tered finite difference) of the mass integral of C P,ocean Θ where C P,ocean is the heat capacity of Stream. We speculate that this anomalous SHF is associated with a concurrent shift in the
422
Gulf Stream and is not related to the ocean heat transport anomaly in the AMOC.
423
We now ask: why doesn't the inter-annual variability of the AMOC energy transport (of The most obvious explanation is that the ocean heat transport anomalies are converged deep to a system with no tropical radiaitive feedbacks. More formally, the feedback gain of tropical radiative feedbacks can be shown to be approximately two relative to a reference system with 540 no tropical cloud feedbacks. We note that this result is at odds with the work of Voigt et al.
541
(2013a) that found little amplification of ITCZ shifts by radiative feedbacks in ECHAM6.
542
An alternative negative feedback to an ITCZ perturbation is that the wind driven com- 
558
We note that, the inter-annual variability of P CEN T is also significantly correlated with • Northward ITCZ shift calculated from regression of inter-annual varaibility of P CEN T onto the streamfunction and precipitation. 
